
 

 

“The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; 38 therefore pray 

earnestly to the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.” 

Matthew 9:37-38 

Being on the Field as servants of God and as you come before struggle and 

before a rocky soil we think that there are no people that are interested on 

God. But as Jesus was on field of service, He said the harvest is plentiful. 

 

Benevolence Ministry 

It has been a while that we have started this ministry, we try to gather 

clothes, children toys, whatever that we can think we don’t want any more or 

not us, it can be useful and very desirable to the one that does not have it. 

Grocery supplies we gather together and give to the needy (especially blind 
people or families, that might not be a lot but sure it lighten up the burden.  
Also we have been helping a new couple who recently brought to life triplets 

three girls. The triplets spent almost two months at the hospital because they 

were underweight. Now they are home and healthy with their family. We also are 

in contact with a couple other families which are in economic difficulties, 

one family has a daughter about 13 years old that has problems with her 

kidneys that needs to be under medication most of the time during the year.  

  

Children’s Ministry  

We are continuing our attempts to make Children Classes every opportunity that 

we can get. Now that the school has begun it makes more difficult for the 

opportunities to gather children together. Among the blessings that we get 

having kids around for classes, we have the blessing that parents now have 

started to greet us on the road.  

 

Evangelism  

Living Christ on daily bases, greeting people that other people don’t, having 

the patience to listen to the conversations that sometimes doesn’t make 

sense! It can be a great tool to evangelize, you show them that you care and 

you respect their thoughts. Building relationships and spending time with 

people it’s crucial for spreading the Good news. Encouraging fact is that 

also the members care for such thing and their daily life use every 

opportunity to share their belief. 

 

Striving to bring Glory to God 
 
Altin  


